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Finn A. Haldorsen. Group Chairman

As in 2004, a major part of our work in 2005 has come

from the aviation and sports markets. Rubb Buildings Ltd

supplied a new multi-user sports facility for York University.

This structure was a complete turnkey project where Rubb

organized all aspects of the project from site preparation,

foundation, electrical work, dehumidification, roads and, of

course, a ’state of the art building’. In the USA Rubb Inc

completed three new hangars for a client in Texas. The

largest of these hangars has a free span of 78m and is

therefore one of the largest hangars supplied by Rubb to

date. In Norway we have delivered record numbers of

shelters and the company revenue nearly doubled in 2005.

At the same time we have supplied several industrial

clients with a variety of structures. One of note is Wartsila

which is our neighboring company at Rubbestadneset,

Norway. They were one of the first purchasers of Rubb

structures and they are still a valued customer today more

than 30 years after they acquired their first Rubb building.

We were very pleased to honor Margunn Rolfsnes with the

King’s Medal minted in silver for 30 years’ loyal service to

Rubb Industri AS. She has been a very hard working and

loyal part of the Rubb team for over 30 years and she still

continues working for us today. 

welcome to the    fabric
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When it comes to storage, Rubb has the
solution. From perishable goods to waste
materials, we have the answer.

Feature...     Storage facilities

In a world of constantly changing market demands, permanent
structures for warehouse assembly plants can impede growth and
transition to new opportunities. In contrast Rubb buildings are
permanently ready for change. The high tensile strength and
flexibility of the fabric membrane, combined with Rubb’s
engineering frame and manufacturing capability allow Rubb
structures to assume a great variety of shapes and to efficiently
span large distances. Rubb offers exceptional versatility in the
interior racking and equipment systems. These factors were
important in some of our most recent projects. 

Since 2001 Rubb has worked hand in hand with the Belfast
Harbour Commissioners to ensure that their ever changing and
ever expanding storage requirements have been met as use of the
Port has developed. The first building was completed in 2001 and
they added additional buildings in 2003.

In 2005 the Rubb design team was given a very firm order to erect
the largest possible building on the remaining land on this site.
Careful consideration had to be given to the design because of
restrictions created by the nearby dockside traffic. Maximizing all
possible space available, Rubb were able to construct a
warehouse, 105’(32m) span x 197’(60m) in length. 

Following the award of the largest recycling contract ever placed in
Northern Ireland, Bryson House Recycling Plant realised that they

would urgently require extra storage facilities to house the vast
quantities of un-sorted magazines, newspapers, bottles and cans
they received.

Rubb constructed an 60’(18m) x 78’(24m) BVR building with
23’(7m) high legs to enable trailer trucks to drive directly into the
storage unit allowing the vehicles to un-load and store the waste
material in a dry, wind free environment. 

With the completion of the fifth building at the Port of Belfast, Rubb has constructed a total of 154,374 ft2 (14,347m2) of storage space at the facility.

Bryson House Recycling Plant, Belfast.
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Eric Randall, Director of Recycling at Bryson
House commented, “ Rubb Buildings have
been an excellent company to work with.
Due to the demand for extra space, we
needed a contractor who could supply a
storage solution in a short period of time. We
chose Rubb Buildings above their
competitors due to their approach in offering
a fast, cost effective storage solution.”

Due to their success, Bryson House is
expanding their current facility, Rubb
Buildings just completed the construction of
a second structure in order to further
increase their waste handling storage and
recycling capacity.

The UK’s top bathroom fixture Ideal Standard
recently purchased another Rubb building to
meet their rapidly expanding storage
requirements. The manufacturer, which has
eight plants sited throughout the UK,
required additional storage space in 2002
when a 40’(12m) x 98.5(30m) Rubb THA
shelter was purchased and erected at the
company’s Hull plant.

Pleased with the product, price and flexibility
of use that such relocatable storage
provided, Ideal Standard ordered an

additional THA shelter late last year
measuring 40’(12m) x 138’(42m).

Speaking for Ideal Standard, Project
Manager Neil Owen said, “Bathrooms these
days are a fashion business, customer
demand for flexibility of supply has become
a major issue for us, especially in our
‘Jewellery Box’ sites like Hull and Middlewich,
which are producing high design products to
almost custom order. The flexibility of
storage that the THA shelter provides
enables Ideal Standard to better satisfy the
needs of the market, especially when new
trends and new ranges have to be 
catered to.”

Rubb Buildings has completed the
construction of a brand new warehouse
facility for Twinings the global tea traders.
The project was awarded following a
successful tender bid, with Twinings
employing the services of a consultant to 

Twinings, the global tea traders, recently took delivery
of this BVE type building. Vehicle access to the facility
is via a high loading bay extension with a tall roller
shutter door. The loading bay is large enough to allow
two trailer trucks to enter the site simultaneously,

Right 98.5’(30m) span x 315’(96m) long, 
light airy paper warehouse at the Port of Dundee,

Scotland has no dark corners.
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help prepare the building specifications and
organize the tender. 

The warehouse is situated at Royal Quays,
North Shields and was required to provide
extra storage capacity to handle the
increased production and change in
products to be produced at the North of
England facility. The unit is used to store a
variety of packaging materials, including
cartons, foil envelopes and paper.

The BVE type building is 172’(52.5m) 
in length with a span of 79’(24m) and
20’(6m) high sidewalls. Vehicle access to the
facility is via the 24’(7.5m) x 16’(5m) high
loading bay extension with a tall roller
shutter door. The loading bay is large
enough to allow trailer trucks to enter the
site simultaneously, allowing the transfer of
goods onto the shelving racks to be done
quickly and efficiently with the trailers being
totally under cover. 

The Local Environment Services (Waste
Services) for Gateshead Council in the North
East of England required a waste transfer
facility where the local waste collection
vehicles could deposit the daily household
waste collections for storage before being

loaded onto larger vehicles for
transportation to a land fill site or
reclamation unit. The building is expected 
to handle around 250 tons of waste each
day, was constructed within a sixteen week
programe.

Rubb Buildings met the challenge by
providing a BVE type building with a
98’(30m) span x 98’(30m) length with
20’(6m) sidewalls. At one gable end the PVC
cladding was removed and replaced with an
anti-litter netting system, which allows an
increase in airflow through the building.

All of these buildings benefited from high
levels of natural illumination, which is
provided through the translucent roof
membrane, reducing the cost of artificial
lighting, which not only saves on energy
costs but also provides a safer, more
efficient operating environment.

Above Ideal Standard ordered an additional 
THA shelter late last year.

Below BVE type building for a waste transfer facility
where the local waste collection vehicles can deposit
daily household rubbish. Gateshead, UK



Client: Chelmsford College
Location: Chelmsford, UK Building Type: THA x2
Sizes: (W)19.5 & 26’(6m & 8m) (L)39’(12m) (SW)11’(3.4m)

The first THA shelter with membrane walls was supplied in November
1991. It has served the college well over that time and was used as a
workshop facility for students. Unfortunately, it suffered from small
vandal attacks which forced the college to surround it using 'Harris'
fencing in order to protect it. The latest shelter with steel cladding to the
eaves was supplied in August 2005 and was built to allow the college to
expand its facilities to meet the growing demand in the trade/skills
sector. When made aware of the vandalism to the first shelter, 
Rubb suggested the steel cladding as a solution to this problem in 
the second shelter.

Client: Gwinnett County DOT
Location: Buford, GA, USA

Building Type: THA  

Size: (W)40’(12m) (L)40’(12m) (SW)11’(3.4m)

Gwinnett County, Georgia required a
building that would maintain a sand/salt
storage capacity of 500 cubic yards. 

With lower snow loads associated with their
location and the ability of Gwinnett County
to accept a THA Shelter range, Rubb Inc.
proposed a 40’(12m) x 40’(12m) THA
Shelter. Gwinnett County DOT also
provided a 6’(1.8m) foundation on which to
erect the structure. The foundation height
aided in the storage capacity of the
structure and provided a wall for the
salt/sand to push against while using
loaders.

Project Updates 
from the RUBB Group 
All dimensions shown are in ft and (m), width/span(W), length(L), sidewall(SW)
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Client: UNICEF
Location: Pakistan Building Type: THAB
Size: (W)32.8’(10m) (L)79’(24m) (SW)10.8’(3.3m)

Rubb Norway via W.Giertsen AS delivered numerous shelters to
Pakistan after the devastating earthquake in 2005.

This size shelter can store 500 tons of grain. The THAB range Rubb
shelter is ideal for transport as 5 of these 32.8’(10m) x 79’(24m) with
11’(3.3m) sidewalls shelters can fit in a standard 20 foot shipping
container. The shelters can be installed on uneven ground because the
shelter is supported with an integrated steel foundation. All necessary
tools to erect the structure are shipped with the shelter making it easy
to erect anywhere in the world.
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Rubb Buildings has provided the Royal
Marines with a ‘state of the art’ dehumidified
storage structure. This 162’(49.4m) span x
295’(90m) long BVR range building with
16.4’(5m) sidewalls includes a separate
partitioned area, four 11.5’(3.5m) wide x
16’(5m) high, electrically operated roller
shutter doors and a total of 7 pedestrian/fire
doors. Full services have been provided by
Rubb including dehumidification, lighting,
intruder detection, fire alarm, public
address system, fume extraction and
lighting protection.

The building provides the ability to store
military hardware at the required level of
dehumidification quickly and efficiently.
Building services are fully integrated
electronically to provide a ‘fail safe’ system
for dehumidification levels.

Client: Ministry of Defence UK
Location: Chivenor, UK

Building Type: BVR Twinlink  

Size: (W)162’(49.4m) (L)295’(90m) (SW)16’(5m)

Client: TEM, Inc.
Location: Buxton, Maine, USA Building Type: THA
Sizes: (W)32.8’(10m)  (L)70’(21m)

TEM, Inc had a unique situation. They required additional storage in the
rear of their facility. With guidelines such as the need for a temporary
building, boundary line set backs and a large industrial door that
needed to be enclosed, Rubb proposed a three part structure. A 39.4’ x
10’ THA shelter to completely cover the industrial and personnel door;
a 10’ x 10’ THX shelter to create a tunnel access to the storage area and
finally a 32.8’ x 70’ THA shelter for the actual storage. All of the shelters
were mounted on jersey barriers to allow forklift clearance. TEM, Inc.
now has an additional 2296 ft2 (213m2) of storage capacity.

Client: Wartsila
Location: Norway Building Type: NV
Size: (W)66’(20m) (L)98’(30m) (SW)13’(4m)

This 66’(20m) wide x 98’(30m) long with 13’(4m) side wall NV building
was erected for Wartsila Norway AS. This company is one of the world’s
largest engine/propulsion system manufactures for ships. One of their
factories is located near Rubb Norway and we are very pleased that they
have chosen Rubb to provide another warehouse for them. Wartsila
Norway AS has been a valued customer for Rubb since the inception of
the company. The structure is used as a general storage facility.



New RES
Location: US Army/Egypt Building Type: RES
Size: (W)65.6’(20m) (L)92’(28m)

Rubb Buildings Ltd recently supplied two RES (Rapid Environmental
Shelters) to the US Army based in Egypt. These have been fitted with
the new ’fast jet’ door system to increase the usable footprint of the
building. The structures have one door in each end allowing the
helicopter aircraft to access and move out of the hangar easily. A full
sized hangar 20m wide x 28m long fits into one standard 20ft ISO
container. The hangars are sandcolor and double skinned and
insulated. A Rubb crew was sent to Egypt to help install the structures
with the help of US military personell. Rubb is presently developing a
larger version of this hangar to accommodate a twin rotor helicopter.

Client: York University
Location: York, UK
Building Type: BVE  
Size: (W)132’(40m) (L)180’(55m) (SW)16’(5m)

As part of a massive sports expansion
programe at York University Rubb Buildings
was commissioned to construct a high-
tech, BVE type building, which has been
built as an addition to the existing sports
centre at the Heslington Lane campus. The
hall was fitted out with a high spec
dehumidification system, which cuts down
on the condensation in cold weather. The
new multi-sports area is equivalent to three
sports facilities and also houses a dance
studio and a 47-station fitness suite. The
facility can quickly be divided into thirds by
removeable rebound boards and netting.
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NEW Lightweight THABL
Location: Norway Building Type: THABL
Size: (W)33’(10m) (L)50’(15m) (SW)11’(3.4m)

This is a 33’(10m) wide x 50’(15m) long x 11’(3.4m) side wall THABL
structure. This is the Light (hence the “L” at the end of THAB) version of
the THAB shelter that is used primarily for disaster relief/peace keeping
operations worldwide. This shelter is a prototype that is made of
aluminum as opposed to the standard THAB, which is made of hot dip
galvanized steel. This design modification has resulted in a 25%
reduction in weight on a standard 2583 ft2(240m2) unit. This provides
large cost savings on units to be transported by airfreight. On page 15
you can see the unique aluminium longitudinal sections that have been
developed for the THABL shelter.
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Client: Herskedal Møbelforretning
Location: Husnes, Norway Building Type: THB
Size: (W)18.1’(5.5m) (L) 40’(12m) (SW)6.6’(2m)

Herskedal Møbelforretning, based on the South West coast of Norway
required a shelter to be used as a furniture shop during the summer
months. The structure can be quickly dismantled and stored through
the winter ready to use again the following season. This Illustrates the
flexibility of Rubb shelters for customers, which only have seasonal
cover requirements.

Client: Town of Hollis, NH
Location: Hollis, NH, USA Building Type: BVE
Size: (W)90’(27m) (L)116.8’(35.6m) (SW)26.2’(8m) 

The Town of Hollis, New Hampshire required 6000 cubic yards of
storage capacity. Rubb met their requirement with a 90’(27m) x
116.8’(35.6m) BVE Building with a 26.2’(8m) leg height. By utilizing an
inner berm wall constructed of ecology blocks, an I-beam foundation
fabricated by Rubb, Inc. and anchored with ground anchors, the
customer was able to erect the salt storage facility without a
conventionally poured foundation which results in cost savings 
for the client.

Client: Total Ship Services Ltd
Location: Chatham, Kent, UK Building Type: BVE
Size: (W)79’(24m) (L) 213’(65m) (SW)20’(6m) 

When Total Ship Services was looking to win the contract to supply and
store biomass to be used as a fuel source in the local power station in
Kent, speed was the key factor. The project was awarded by bid, with
cost, as always, a main consideration, but more importantly the award
decision was based on completing the construction within an eight-
week time frame. The building was up and ready to receive the first
shipment on the 30th of December, 2005. Featuring a re-sealable
aperture in the side wall to take a conveyor belt for the transfer of the
material and high roller shutter doors to allow access for large vehicles.

Client: Rubb Middle East Ltd
Location: Kuwait Building Type: THA
Size: Various 

For over 10 years Jamal Abdul Khalek has successfully sold structures
on behalf of Rubb. In 2005 this situation was made more permanent
with the establishment of Rubb Middle East Ltd. Based in Kuwait, the
company is now a fully-fledged Rubb sales office. In the last few years
Jamal Abdul Khalek, has, via his companies sold several buildings and
THA shelters to the Kuwait MOD. The trained personnel of the Kuwait
MOD erected the row of THA shelters pictured above.

Rubb Middle East received a distinguished award and appreciation
certificate from the Kuwait Ministry of Defense for the year 2005.



Tesco’s - keeping their fleet of articulated 
lorry trailers in tip top condition
Providing a modern, clean, efficient facility to wash and
service a new fleet of trailer trucks was a key requirement
when Tesco, the UK’s most successful supermarket chain,
commissioned Rubb Buildings to provide the Distribution
Centre with a new vehicle maintenance service unit in
Barlborough, near Chesterfield in the UK.  

Rubb Buildings met the challenge by providing a BVR building with
a span of 46’(14m) x 60’(18m) length and 10’(6m) high side-walls.
The facility has been constructed to accommodate two trailer
trucks at a time. Access to the building is via two tall roller shutter
doors. The location of the doors allows the trucks to back their
trailers into the garage and unhook the trailer fully within the work
bay and disengage, leaving the trailer fully under cover for the
maintenance crew to begin work.

The use of translucent roof fabric provides a bright interior and
safer working environment. Energy costs are lower because the
need for artificial lighting is reduced in daytime hours. In addition,
the heat reflectivity of the white roof surface helps keep the
building cooler.

Following the success of the Barlborough project, a further vehicle
service centre for Tesco has been completed in Livingston,
Scotland near the M8 motorway, with another planned for Croydon
in South London. The three locations will provide access to

facilities for the Tesco freight vehicles across the UK.

Mark Eggleston, The Depot Manager at Barlborough commented,
“The facility was outfitted to Tesco’s own exacting specifications.
The involvement of all the contractors chosen to work on the
project had to meet Tesco’s own high quality professional
standards”.

Feature...     Tesco, Chesterfield, UK

The BVR building offers exceptional bright, clear
span spaces that provide great flexibility and are
well lit for a safe working environment.
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The simplicity of the design and construction enhance the process of 
vehicle maintenance.



Project 
Updates continued
All dimensions shown are in ft and (m), width/span(W), length(L), sidewall(SW)

Client: Mobile Shelter Systems USA, Inc.
Location: Camp Pendleton, CA, USA        Building Type: RSS Range
Size: (W)15.22’(4.6m) (L)23’(7m)

MSS is a supplier of a number of products to the US military and other
NATO forces. When MSS needed a structural cover system to integrate
with their high capacity, field deployable rack systems, they went to
Rubb. Working in conjunction with MSS, Rubb developed a design for
a Rack Supported Shelter (RSS) system that utilizes the storage racks
themselves to support the shelter roof framing and fabric cladding
system. The design of the RSS shelter has evolved to the point that a
complete cover system can be installed without the use of nuts, bolts or
pins thus allowing for a minimum of small parts and exceptionally fast
installation time. 
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2004

2005

Client: Battelle Memorial Institute
Location: Dugway, UT, USA (2004)

Building Type: BVE

Size: (W)46.3’(14m) (L)550’(168m) (SW)48.69’(15m)

Location: Dugway, UT, USA (Summer 2005)

Building Type: BVE

Size: (W)60’(18m) (L)383’(117m) (SW)23’(7m)

In 2004 Rubb supplied two custom structures to the U.S. Army’s West
Desert Test Centre at Dugway Proving Grounds, 80 miles from Salt Lake
City, Utah. The structures will be used for the development and testing
of chemical and biological (CB) detectors. Identifying and tracking
airborne releases of highly lethal CB agents from a safe distance is an
important capability for both military personnel and homeland security
authorities. Agent recognition is performed by lasers utilising Light
Detection And Ranging Technologies  (LIDAR). Since variable weather
conditions can significantly affect agent dispersal patterns, open-air
procedures for the actual agents are neither safe nor consistently
effective. These structures provide a controlled environment for the
detection of simulants only.

The second facility is the joint Ambient Breeze Tunnel (JABT). It is used
to test detectors on substances that simulate toxic clouds on a much
larger scale. Importantly, the JABT can move target clouds up to 20’(6m)
per second to assess the LIDAR’s ability to track them, and determine
their concentration profiles, while operating at a one to five kilometre (0.6
to 3 mile) distance. Together, the ASC and JABT fill a significant gap in
testing capability for standoff detectors.

Client: Los Elektro
Location: Norway Building Type: THA
Size: (W)26.2’(8m) (L)50’(15m) (SW)11’(3.4m)

A THA Rubb shelter measuring 26.2’(8m) wide x 50’(15m) with
11’(3.4m) side wall was erected in January 2005 and is used as a
garage for a mechanical lift or “cherry picker”.

The customer, Los Elektro AS, is located on the island of Bømlo where
Rubb Norway have their factory.



Client: Mazda North American      
Operations Inc.

Location: St. Paul, MN, USA

Building Type: BVE

Size: (W)70’(21.34m) (L)150’(45.73m) (SW)13.1’(4m)

At Mazda North American Operations in 
St. Paul, MN, trucks are customized with after
market accessories in a Rubb BVE Building.
The structure, which is 70’(21.34m) wide x
150’(45.73m) long with 13.1’(4m) sidewalls,
features exhaust fans, louvers, 60 foot candle
lighting system and Cookson Roller Doors.
Two 15’ (4.6m) x 10’(3m) BVR Tunnels protect
both the entry and exit points from the
elements. Time frame, from order to
completion was 120 days.

Buddy Reasoner, Port Operations Manager at
Mazda comments “Your building has
performed as presented by Rubb. We will
continue to consider on a high scale, your
company and Rubb Buildings in the future at
our many locations when business needs
warrant indoor space. Thanks again for your
service. We look forward to working with you
in the future.”
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Early 2005

Mid 2005

Client: An Aircraft Repair Company

Location: Texas, USA         Building Type: BVE (All 3 hangars)

Sizes: (W)165’(50m) (L)280’(85m) (SW)29.5’(9m) 1st Hangar
(W)255’(78m) (L)240’(73m) (SW)29.7’(9.05m) 2nd Hangar
(W)70’(21.3m) (L)67’(20.3m) (SW)20’(6m) 3rd Hangar

When a major aircraft repair company, a leader in the repair,
maintenance and overhaul of large fixed wing aircraft, needed additional
hangar space in Texas they chose Rubb.  

The first of three hangars was installed at the customer’s central Texas
facility in early 2005. Access to the structure is through a Norco® bi-
parting hangar door system at each gable end. These doors are 155’
(47.2m)w x 30’(9.14m)h and include a 15’(4.57m) x 15’(4.57m) tail door.
Rubb also provided metal clad sidewalls insulated to an R-19 value and
a high volume ventilation system.

The customer’s second hangar was ordered in May of 2005 for their
Northeast Texas facility. This hangar is larger than that first installed at
the customer’s central Texas location and is designed to accept wide
body aircraft. It features a single Norco® bi-parting hangar door system,
240’ (73.2m)w x 55’(16.8m)h with a 20’(6.1m)w x 15’(4.6m)h tail door.
Additional features in this hangar include R-19 insulation, metal exterior
cladding and a high capacity ventilation system.

The third hangar, ordered by this same
customer in August 2005 and delivered to site
in September, met the customer’s need for a
small alteration facility to be installed on the
existing ramp area. It features a wide flange I-
beam foundation so that the structure can
easily be relocated within the site.



New state of the art climate controlled 
warehouse at the Merrill Marine Terminal, USA.
Located along Portland Maine’s waterfront, Sprague
Energy’s new climate controlled warehouse at the Merrill
Marine Terminal is the crown jewel and seventh Rubb
structure at this active port facility. Used primarily for
conditioning high quality newsprint, the 54,000 square foot
(5,000 m2) intermodal facility is truly state of the art.

In addition to an array of doors, dock seals, dock levelers, rail
canopies, and 60 foot candle lighting system, the 170’(52m) x
320’(98m) BVE range structure utilizes a sophisticated air turnover
and environmental control system. Designed and integrated by
Protec, Inc. of North Hampton, NH, the system’s capabilities
include a two million BTU heater system working with a
dehumidification system that delivers 4500 cubic feet (127m3) of
dry air per minute. The system’s overall function is to automatically
heat the building as required, to maintain the interior environment
with no condensation on stored product or building surfaces year
round, and also to control carbon monoxide levels when vehicles
operate within the structure.

Rubb, Inc. was pleased to partner with Sprague Energy and
project manager, Paul “PD” Merrill to bring this facility on line.
Other key contractors who participated were:  Cianbro, Inc.,
Protec, Inc., Shaw Brothers Inc., Gagnon Engineering, Milliken
Brothers, Inc., and Door Services, Inc.

Rubb has enjoyed a relationship for nearly a quarter of a century
with PD Merrill and the excellent people who staff the Merrill
Marine Terminal. As ownership of the Terminal business transitions
to Sprague Energy, the stakeholders of the Rubb group extend
their best wishes for the future to PD Merrill as well as heartfelt
thanks for over two decades of friendship between our companies.

Feature...     Sprague Energy, USA
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The BVE structure for Sprague Energy utilizes a sophisticated air turnover and environmental control system.

An aerial view of the Merrill Marine Terminal, Portland, Maine, U.S.A.



Finn Haldorsen was born number 13 of
13 children to Haldor Haldorsen and
Anne Serine Haldorsen in
Rubbestadneset, Norway in 1934.

Haldor Haldorsen made Norway’s first
marine diesel engine in 1903 and started
Wichmann Motorfabrikk AS with his father
a few years later. Finn was therefore born
into an industrial family. When Finn grew
up, Wichmann was already a large engine
manufacturer with several hundred
employees. After completing obligatory
schooling on Bømlo he attended college in
Bryne, Norway. It was in this period that
Finn’s artistic interests blossomed. He was
an active pianist in a local band and
started painting and drawing as a hobby.
In the early 1950s he entered the
Norwegian Army and after a while
achieved the rank of sergeant. 

Following his military service, he went to
work at a steel factory in Manchester,
England. Having got the grasp of the
English language, he started studying
Mechanical Engineering at the University of
Cardiff, Wales. After receiving his honours
degree in 1961, he returned to Norway to
start work at his father’s engine factory. He
quickly rose through the ranks, becoming
managing director in 1972.  Nine years
previously he had begun his own industrial
career with the establishment of Havsøn
AS. This was a small operation with 6
employees that sewed various fabric
products. One of the fabric types used was
PVC impregnated polyester. On a trip to
Sweden he noticed a fabric building and
decided to make a similar building at
Rubbestadneset, Norway. This was the true
beginning of the Rubb Group. The first
Rubb building prototype was made in
1968. Finn did not have a sales
organisation and it was here that he
started a long and fruitful relationship with
W.Giertsen AS. This was a solid sales
organisation based in Bergen. From the
outset it was W.Giertsen AS that sold Rubb
structures in Norway and elsewhere. This
changed in 1977 when Finn resigned from
his job at Wichmann and started Rubb
Buildings Ltd in England. The following year
he brought the whole family over to
England and settled in the small village of
Ponteland on the outskirts of Newcastle
upon Tyne. Bill Wood was hired as General
Manager and was instrumental in making
Rubb UK the success it is today. He is now
the Managing Director of Rubb Buildings
Ltd.

In 1983 the whole family was moved to
Maine, USA where Rubb Inc was
established. After the business had been
trading for a short while David C. Nickerson
was appointed as General Manager and a 

shareholder. He has now advanced to
President of Rubb Inc. 

In Norway, Finn always had a very loyal
group of core employees. Magnar Stokke
kept everything under control while Finn
was abroad. Magnar is still the key
employee of Rubb Industri AS today. One
of Finn’s great strengths was the ability to
attract and keep the capable, loyal people
with him and his organisation. Without
these people his vision of establishing
Rubb as a world leader in Fabric Structures
would not have been realised. Not least,
part of his success has to be attributed to
his wife of 40 years, Ragnfrid, who travelled
with him and kept the family together over
all these years. 

Finn was focused on honesty, integrity,
fairness and quality. These personal
characteristics are reflected in the
products sold by Rubb today. We wish our
customers to have an honest, good quality
product at a fair price. His legacy will live
on in the Rubb Group.
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A Tribute to 
Finn Haldorsen 

1934 - 2005

1934 Born

1942-51 Primary /secondary school
Rubbestadneset

1951-54 College Bryne, Norway

1954-56 Sergeant in Norwegian Army

1956 Worked in steel plant 
Manchester, England

1957-61 Mechanical Engineer studies – 
Cardiff, Wales

1962-77 Worked at Wichmann 
Motorfabrikk AS

1965 Married Ragnfrid Møgster

1966 Started Havsøm AS 
(precurser to Rubb Norway)

1966 First of 5 children born

1968 First Rubb structure made

1977 Established Rubb Buildings Ltd UK

1983 Established Rubb Inc, USA

1990 Moved back to Rubbestadneset

1991-05 Remained active board 
member of Rubb Group

Finn Haldorsen always prioritised family life,
here at his house in Norway. Finn Haldorsen as Managing Director of Wichmann

Motorfabrikk AS.

26’(8m) span x 69’(21m) long Rubb Hall delivered
to Hatlø Shipyard, Ulsteinvik, Norway 1970.
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Rubb 
NEWSUPDATE

Rubb - main sponsor of sports building
In the late 1970s Finn Haldorsen was instrumental in providing the village of Rubbestadneset

(the location of Rubb Norway) with its first dedicated multi-user sports building. Due to the

increase in the number of inhabitants in Rubbestadneset there has long been a need to

increase the size of this sports building. This was a long process but in 2004 the work on

completing an expansion to the existing sports building was started. The structure was formally

opened in 2005. Due to funding shortages toward the end of the building process, the Rubb

Group was happy to become one of the sponsors of the project and we were needless to say

happy that they adopted the name ”Rubb Hallen” for the structure. We would also like to

mention that without the effort of local individuals this project would never have been fulfilled.

30 years service
rewarded
On the 22nd of December, 2005 everyone 

at Rubb Norway gathered to pay tribute to

Margunn Rolfsnes who had worked for 30

years for Rubb Industri AS. Margunn has

specialized in making our dunnage and

other water/air tight bag products. Here

accuracy is imperative and no-one is as

accurate as Margunn. Although of

retirement age Margunn still works for 

Rubb Industri AS.

Making the THAB in aluminium has resulted

in several design challenges. In the picture

at the bottom of the page, you can see a

completed longitudinal section of the

THABL. This component has been fabricated

in a totally different way compared to the

equivalent steel component. 

As can be seen from the drawing, it consists

of several components joined together.

Close co-operation with the aluminum

supplier has resulted in a creative solution.

Rubb strives to co-operate with experts in

their field to produce 

innovative and competitive 

structures.

NEW - lightweight
THABL

Rubb Norway has provided sponsorship for

the Nordnes Idrettslag (sports club) Hand

Ball Club, 7-year-olds team. Nordnes, in the

city centre of Bergen has several hand ball

team clubs that compete at weekend

tournaments. Rubb is proud to be

associated with the Nordnes Idrettslag and

was pleased to have been given the

opportunity to sponsor the team by

supplying the new uniforms for the youngest

team (pictured).

Rubb sponsors young
hand ball team
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Mikkeline brings
home the medals
Rubb is pleased to have supported

Mikkeline Zurhaar Birkeland for the 2005

season. She achieved Young Rider of the

year in Norway in 2005 and managed two

gold medals in Norwegian National

Championship competitions. 2005 was a

very good year for MIkkeline, starting the

season in the Nordic Championships in

Denmark where she was on the Norwegian

team which won gold in the team

competition. Individually she took the bronze

medal at the same event. After the

European Championships in Switzerland

she returned to Norway to attend the

National Championships where she won the

event. Mikkeline also participated in several

international events and got a third place in

the Grand Prix class Sandnes, a second

place in the 1.45m final at the Oslo Horse

Show and she was also the second best

Norwegian Senior rider over all. Mikkeline

completed the season to win gold at the

indoor National Norwegian Championships.

To top the season off she was crowned

2005 Young Rider of the Year, and 'German

Classic' was named Horse of the Year.

Mikkeline, who studies Business Studies in

Bergen is now in full progress for the 2006

season. Mikkeline has appreciated the

support of the Rubb Group and we certainly

look forward to supporting her in the future.

Rubb USA hooks
new Sales Manager
Rubb USA is delighted with their latest catch

in the form of new Sales Manager, Jim

Chadbourne and Jim was just as pleased

with a recent catch he made - a Giant

Bluefin Tuna which weighted in at 602 lbs.

Jim caught this monster on the rod in the

Gulf of Maine at The Flagpole, a patch of

ocean bottom 15 miles off the Maine coast,

and it took a total of four and a half hours to

finally land the fish.

Jim has joined Rubb after nearly 20 years in

sales for a major manufacturer of stadium

seating products based in Maine. During 

this time Jim served 7 years as a First

Lieutenant in the Air Force Reserve. Jim has

lived his entire life in Maine and is married

with two young children. His interests

include hunting, wood-working, skiing and

obviously fishing. We wish him all the best in

his new role at Rubb.

Expansion at Rubb
Industri AS
This 50’(15m) wide x 88’(27m) long with a

10’(3m) side wall, NV building was erected in

December 2005. It is a new larger storage

facility for Rubb Industri AS fabric production

located at Rubbestadneset Norway. Due to

increased storage demands Rubb Industri AS

decided to build a larger warehouse for its

own operations. This structure was custom

build as one of the corners had to be ‘cut-off’

due to space restrictions. It is also the first

Rubb building in Norway with Protan PVDF

coated fabric. This coating should provide

even greater weathering, ensuring less dirt

adhesion to the fabric as it ages.

Rubb has a tradition of supporting local

youth sports teams. In 2005 we sponsored

the Blue Star Junior FC club based in

Ponteland, just outside Newcastle upon Tyne.

This is a team based 20 minutes drive from

the UK Rubb factory. The team was naturally

pleased that Rubb could sponsor new

uniforms for them. Rubb aims to sponsor

another youth team in the area for 2006.

Official sponsors to the
Blue Star Junior FC.


